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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my> PSO to do the same without

placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Carmen Cooper

  515 W SOUTH PARK ST

  Broken Arrow OK, 74011-2435
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Rick Archer

  1802 s ash pl

  Broken Arrow OK, 74012-6403
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Jason Bashforth

  4161 E 45TH ST

  Tulsa OK, 74135-2813
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Jessica Hennessee

  4719 SE WILSHIRE TER

  LAWTON OK, 73501-6429
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Why is PSO's fixed monthly rate so high?  I was astounded to learn this fact! I also question why rate payers have

to ALWAYS foot the bill for seasonal increases while never receiving

credits for mild weather.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Joe Ann Vermillion

  670 BLUE JAY CIR

  McAlester OK, 74501-7695
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  melba maloney

  1413 S 2ND ST

  CHICKASHA OK, 73018-5909
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Patricia Simpson

  11208 E MATHEW BRADY ST APT 211

  TULSA OK, 74116-7813
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Joseph Wells

  8719 E 46th Place

  Tulsa OK, 74145-7101
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Dierdre Johnson

  303 E 58TH ST N

  TULSA OK, 74126-2244
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Lou Bellmard

  7416 W 38TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74107-4852
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Tracy Lewison

  1858 S 123rd E Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74128-6613
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  My roof leaks,heat and air have now both gone out in my 1995 mobile home.

  I was just informed on December 1st my lot rent for my mobile home has increased by$20 per month.

  As it currently stands I have only$161 per month w for food and gas for my old 2004 GMC Envoy that's currently

needing to have radiator hoses and exhaust m! anifold replaced along

with the mid gate latch to raise back window; racoons have put bags of garbage in my car twice already.

  Please!!!! I am a disabled widow of a veteran who passed away October 2015. I cannot afford higher utilities, a

roof, replace the central heat and air, or replace my old Envoy,or the

parts and labor to fix it.

  I only eat once a day now! On medication and have to put something on my stomach and groceries are extremely

costly too!!

  Please, Please ????? Help stop this insanity of higher prices for everything or else the government is going to have

to release another super bug and kill off a bunch more people,

cause there's so many in need of help!

  I'm happy to discuss these issues with you. Feel free to call me anytime at (918) 964-6599.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Glenna Lennon Fick

  2406 CHRISTMAS LN4q

  Grove OK, 74344-5417
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Susan Stover

  5342 NW CACHE RD APT 32

  LAWTON OK, 73505-3363
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Dana Johnson

  199 E. Almar Dr. Apt.20

  Chickasha OK, 73018-7325
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Darlene Stuples

  1405 NW BALDWIN AVE

  LAWTON OK, 73507-3834
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Patrick Henry

  3547 S Toledo Pl

  Tulsa OK, 74135-2077
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Delfino Flores

  13682 S 287TH EAST AVE

  COWETA OK, 74429-7023
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Petra Cruz

  9413 E 16th St

  16th St

  Tulsa OK, 74112-8408
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Sara Morales-Jones

  1201 NW Lake Avenue, A

  A

  Lawton OK, 73507-6709
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Michael Burnette

  10608 E 96th Pl N

  Owasso OK, 74055-4343
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Anthony Rivera-cruz

  4633 S Vancouver Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74107-7801
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. The City of Tulsa water is OUT OF CONTROL

the rates and service is horrible by any standard. The crime that's taking

place all over our neighborhoods is costing the elderly like myself because there is NO ACTION being taken. The

homeless camps are using our water our electric. Now I hear my home heating

bills could double this winter. I am on a soc security budget which by the way HAS NOT increased even a quarter of

what inflation has such as groceries and gasoline when you add ALL

of this together I'm at a loss on trying to determine how to make my budget balance just to stay in MY HOME and

NOT starve or freeze or have heat exhaustion which ever the season may

be. I need PSO to do something for is ELDERLY ON FIXED INCOMES without placing the burden on us.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Lou ann Adams

  1208 S GARY AVE

  TULSA OK, 74104-4141
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Lars Hermanson

  4515 SE BARLOW DR

  BARTLESVILLE OK, 74006-6702
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Carolyn Crabens

  1412 N SANDUSKY AVE

  TULSA OK, 74115-5229
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Sharon J Sawyer

  310 N Pecan St

  Henryetta OK, 74437-1706
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Larry Vann

  6603 E READING ST

  Tulsa OK, 74115-4617
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Sabrina Davis

  719 W 49TH ST APT 10

  TULSA OK, 74107-3876
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Barbara Davenport

  3136 E Young St

  Tulsa OK, 74110-2313
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  John Bush

  6166 S. 35th West Avenue

  Tulsa OK, 74132-1230
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Ola Mullenix

  855 N WACO AVE

  Tulsa OK, 74127-4941
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Kelli Smith

  6316 S ASH AVE

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74011-4107
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Joseph Smith

  6316 S ASH AVE

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74011-4107
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Jacob Everhart

  723 N 14TH ST

  FREDERICK OK, 73542-3616
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Leslie Williams

  7334 S Memorial Drive

  Apt 253

  Tulsa OK, 74133-2917
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Mollie Erkenbrack

  315 S BIRCH ST APT 1B7

  JENKS OK, 74037-3788
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Karen Smith

  4717 S 174TH EAST AVE

  Tulsa OK, 74134-7129
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Edwin Yeary

  2121 E 32ND ST

  TULSA OK, 74105-2213
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Kristina Long

  12920 S 126TH EAST AVE

  Broken Arrow OK, 74011-5615
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Emma Soward

  2473 E 73RD PL

  TULSA OK, 74136-5520
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Terrie Russell

  1425 SE Hillcrest Ave

  Lawton OK, 73501-8710
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  John Martin

  1547 KING DR APT 1128

  Bartlesville OK, 74006-4826
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Minette Mannas

  720 S. Knoxville Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74112-3842
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Kirby Wiggins

  1324 Southwest Monroe Avenue

  Lawton OK, 73501-7265
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Patricia Johnson

  2972 W 66th street

  Apt, suite, floor, etc.

  Tulsa OK, 74132-1711
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Michael Holloway

  1701 W BEECH AVE

  DUNCAN OK, 73533-2326
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Mary Yokley

  4008 S NOGAL AVE

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74011-1001
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Stephanie Tharps

  9405 e 37 str

  Tulsa OK, 74145-3512
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Michael Thompson

  920 N Cheyenne Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74106-5128
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Ted Graham

  1812 N 5TH ST

  HENRYETTA OK, 74437-1646
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Katherine Duffy

  2224 S 15TH ST

  Broken Arrow OK, 74012-7168
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  John Sanders

  2907 NE HERITAGE DR

  LAWTON OK, 73507-3306
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Leonora Colson

  1616 NW 80TH ST

  LAWTON OK, 73505-2310
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Jerry Murphree

  10630 S. Richmond Ave.

  Tulsa OK, 74137-6825
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Roger Kelley

  13645 S 287th East Ave

  Coweta OK, 74429-7024
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Clovis Porter

  26366 E 115TH PL S

  COWETA OK, 74429-6431
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Karon McNeil

  625 Red Oak Rd

  McAlester OK, 74501-7856
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Danielle Sachetti

  6117 E 93RD PL

  TULSA OK, 74137-4156
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  WAYNE HASTY

  35906 Highland Drive

  Vinita OK, 74301-5003
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Marvin Battle

  8613 E 86TH ST

  Tulsa OK, 74133-4327
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Geroma Green

  1754 E. 59th Pl.

  Tulsa OK, 74105-7008
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Paula Porter

  26366 E 115TH PL S

  COWETA OK, 74429-6431
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Charles West

  3344 S. Utica Ave.

  Tulsa OK, 74105-2734
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Michael Griffin

  703 N GRANT AVE

  28

  SAND SPRINGS OK, 74063-6829
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Marcia Foster

  1203 S FULTON AVE

  TULSA OK, 74112-5311
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Linda Irwin

  908 S QUEBEC AVE

  Tulsa OK, 74112-4112
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Laurie Kirk

  PO Box 471771

  Tulsa OK, 74147-1771
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Taylor Inman

  903 Pine

  Chelsea OK, 74016-1825
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Darrel Henthorn

  310 W 55th St

  Sand Springs OK, 74063-3263
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  renald madison

  4951 S MINGO RD

  TULSA OK, 74146-4903
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  william Windsor

  26351 S. 615th Rd.

  Grove OK, 74344-7421
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Roberta Magnuson

  PO Box 35483

  Tulsa OK, 74153-0483
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Ron Walker

  7507 E. 83rd St. N.

  Owasso OK, 74055-9008
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  RODNEY HOWARD

  519 N DOUGLAS ST

  JENKS OK, 74037-3802
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Carol White

  13012 E 112TH ST N

  OWASSO OK, 74055-6220
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Phillip Dale

  4748 S 26TH WEST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74107-7646
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Penny E Anderson

  3825 S 135th East Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74134-5604
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Kathi Talbott

  2401 NW 30TH ST

  LAWTON OK, 73505-1930
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Darrel Dolan

  19306 REDBUD CT

  CATOOSA OK, 74015-6527
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Robert Polvado

  26106 E Joy Ave

  Broken Arrow OK, 74014-3463
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  john carano

  2112 NORTHGATE AVE

  MCALESTER OK, 74501-3012
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Tamara Moran-Smith

  9248 E 58th St.

  Tulsa OK, 74145-8303
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  SUSAN BRINLEE

  530 OAK ST

  CHELSEA OK, 74016-2419
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Bonnie Richett

  7752 RIVERSIDE PKWY APT 106I

  TULSA OK, 74136-7681
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Dedra Jones

  227 S 101ST EAST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74128-1231
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Bonnie Atkinson

  8218 S 84 E Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74133-8019
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Milton Hardy

  7514 E 53 St

  Tulsa OK, 74145-7711
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  OLLIE WILLIAMS

  1462 N EVANSTON AVE

  1462.N.EVANSTON.AVE

  Tulsa OK, 74110-4814
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Cathrine Bracken

  12521 E 41ST ST APT 307

  TULSA OK, 74146-3407
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Bill Jurbala

  9962 S 79TH EAST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74133-7024
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Bill Jurbala

  9962 S 79TH EAST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74133-7024
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Paul Mannas

  6120 S KINGSTON AVE

  TULSA OK, 74136-2109
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Steve Tierney

  5806 NE Edge Hill Dr

  Bartlesville OK, 74006-2184
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  David Sorensen

  2424 S 124 East Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74129-5843
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Montie Jones

  PO BOX 112

  Lawton OK, 73502-0112
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Michael Mullen

  2315 S IRVINGTON AVE

  TULSA OK, 74114-3819
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Tina Jones

  4734 S 67TH EAST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74145-5823
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Bill Jurbala

  9962 S 79TH EAST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74133-7024
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Char Williamson

  4316 E 66TH ST APT 2E

  TULSA OK, 74136-1636
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Albert Jantz

  920 SE DELAWARE AVE

  BARTLESVILLE OK, 74003-5034
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Susan Gorrell

  267 N 188TH WEST PL

  SAND SPRINGS OK, 74063-8544
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Bradford Evans

  3538 E LATIMER ST

  TULSA OK, 74115-6130
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Harvey Harper

  5601 S 281ST EAST AVE

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74014-1712
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Sidney Hunt

  6826 S 32ND WEST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74132-1729
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Joyce Mahoney

  211 HIGH POINT CT

  BLANCHARD OK, 73010-6333
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  jerry burks

  6601 W. GORE BLVD.

  #7903

  Lawton OK, 73506-8000
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Jim Cundiff

  5312 E 92ND ST

  Tulsa OK, 74137-4003
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  jerry hathcoat

  1007 Terri Drive

  Bartlesville OK, 74006-8904
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  simuel bell

  1309 n.w. baldwin ave.

  Lawton OK, 73507-4029
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Nicholas Sokach

  7701 S YALE AVE APT 603

  TULSA OK, 74136-9082
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Linda Lish

  26691 S 613 RD

  GROVE OK, 74344-7474
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Donna Hathaway

  414 N FRISCO ST

  CATOOSA OK, 74015-2041
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Becky Pelizzoni

  3035 S BOSTON PL

  TULSA OK, 74114-5220
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Karen Newton

  539 South Richmond Avenue

  Tulsa OK, 74112-4136
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  George Albano

  9002 S 77TH EAST PL

  TULSA OK, 74133-4880
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  CM Smith

  PO Box 581161

  Tulsa OK, 74158-1161
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Myles McDonough

  9504 E 92ND PL N

  OWASSO OK, 74055-4443
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Carolyn Tadlock

  2836 N A ST

  MCALESTER OK, 74501-2202
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Eugene Robinson

  7170 South Braden Ave

  suite 170

  Tulsa OK, 74136-6329
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Joan Caudle

  4525 S IRONWOOD AVE

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74011-3024
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Rosanne Rutkowski

  405 E HUNTSVILLE ST

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74011-3511
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Sheila MacArthur

  5627 S ROCKFORD PL

  TULSA OK, 74105-8023
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Charlotte Yoast

  1101 S 12TH ST

  Chickasha OK, 73018-4222
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me. Please do not contribute to the corporate welfare

system that is creating vast inequities in our country.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Gerard East

  419 N NEVADA ST

  WEATHERFORD OK, 73096-5726
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  John Glenn

  6730 S 112TH EAST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74133-2610
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Bryan Smothermon

  4328 S ELM AVE

  Broken Arrow OK, 74011-3438
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Kathy Coleman

  1563 KING DR APT 1222

  BARTLESVILLE OK, 74006-4834
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Thomas Webb

  7411 S URBANA AVE

  St. Louis OK, 74136-6111
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  MaryBeth Savage

  6518 S MEMORIAL DR APT J

  TULSA OK, 74133-3889
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Robert Davis

  PO BOX 702043

  TULSA OK, 74170-2043
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  James Naufel

  1301 E CONCORD ST

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74012-9240
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Roy Smock

  12036 S 278th East Ave

  Coweta OK, 74429-5931
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Jamey Hederson

  5605 S NEWPORT AVE

  TULSA OK, 74105-7842
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Curt craig

  5304 S HICKORY AVE

  Broken Arrow OK, 74011-4630
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Charles Brown

  11472 S FRANKLIN AVE

  JENKS OK, 74037-2422
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Susy Christmas

  3020 E 85TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74137-1464
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Darin Tenney

  2224 W 44TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74107-6737
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Marsha Miner

  5872 S IRVINGTON AVE

  TULSA OK, 74135-7650
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Paula Medina

  1302 NW Arlington Avenue

  LAWTON OK, 73507-6539
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Victoria Wortham

  1570 S 68TH EAST AVE

  Tulsa OK, 74112-7419
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Steven Funk

  3105 N WOODBINE RD

  SAND SPRINGS OK, 74063-5862
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Grant Holm

  6933 E 18TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74112-7607
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Jerry Parks

  3312 W 72ND PL

  TULSA OK, 74132-2107
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Tajudine Keo

  4208 W FREEPORT ST

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74012-8628
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Robert S. Riley

  6102 NW Lincoln Avenue

  Lawton OK, 73505-1319
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Paul Pitts

  9931 So. 87th E. Ave

  9931 S 87th East Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74133-5593
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  William Turner

  1909 S ASTER AVE

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74012-6073
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  JUDY VANDERVOORT

  PO BOX 691444

  TULSA OK, 74169-1444
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Elizabeth Bennett

  4929 N TRENTON AVE

  TULSA OK, 74126-3438
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Juanpablo Carreno

  4919 E HASKELL PL

  TULSA OK, 74115-7612
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Donna Drinnon

  1701 CHISHOLM TRL

  WEATHERFORD OK, 73096-2359
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Marcella Cleary

  906 N SYCAMORE PL

  JENKS OK, 74037-2341
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Rebecca Moreland

  526 E E ST

  JENKS OK, 74037-3327
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me. I am a 69 year old semi-retired teacher, living on a

$463/mo teacher pension + $1047 social security, and occasional part-time

teaching for a local commuter college. My total income is less than $30,000/year, so any rate hikes or inflationary

shifts hit me where it hurts.  And it really hurts!

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Sidney Brammer

  718 SE Delaware Avenue

  Bartlesville OK, 74003-5030
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  judi rastenis

  10134 s toledo ave

  Tulsa OK, 74137-5925
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Johnny Beaty

  2510 S HUDSON PL

  TULSA OK, 74114-3702
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Robert Wood

  10385 E 124th Pl S

  Bixby OK, 74008-5872
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Michael Mains

  13222 E 40th Pl

  Tulsa OK, 74134-5410
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Cathy Morgan

  551 East Tecumseh St

  Tulsa OK, 74106-4333
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  Paula DeLeon

  504 S ALLEGHENY AVE

  TULSA OK, 74112-2830
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I need your help to stop PSO from raising my utility rates. I am asking you to reject PSO’s rate increase request

and to lower the fixed monthly charge. I should not have to pay $20

a month before I flip a switch, while customers in Texas pay less than $5 a month for the same charge. By rejecting

PSO’s requested rate increase and lowering the fixed monthly charge,

you can help me, as well as thousands of Oklahomans, better afford our electricity.

  Gas, groceries, and medication prices are going through the roof. Now I hear my home heating bills could double

this winter. I am trying to determine how to make my budget balance.

I need PSO to do the same without placing the burden on me.

  No

  Commissioner, now is the time to help older Oklahomans, especially those on fixed incomes. You have the ability

to keep the lights on for thousands of Oklahomans. I hope you can find

it in your heart to do the right thing and protect us from PSO’s high rates and fees.

  Sincerely,

  LaTonya Pearson

  10230 E 34TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74146-1506
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Gale Turner

  1446 NE Independence Ave

  LAWTON OK, 73507-3438
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Kathleen Kenyon

  5 Nw 60TH St

  Lawton OK, 73505-5815
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Kim Stratton

  7216 NW Lawton Ave

  Lawton OK, 73505-2629
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Mary Everhart

  529 SE Greystone Ave.

  Bartlesville OK, 74006-8421
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Robert Bass

  526 n.e.cimarron cir

  Lawton OK, 73507-1427
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Helen Cole

  1120 Tall Oak Drive

  Midwest City OK, 73110-7627
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Cheryl Cox

  6616 South 123rd West Avenue

  Sapulpa OK, 74066-7249
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